Russian Raid on the Bosporus
29 March 1915

Russians
Battleship Evstafii
Battleship Ioann Zlatoust
Battleship Panteleimon
Battleship Tri svyatitelya
Battleship Rositslav
Cruiser Almaz (1 seaplane aboard)
Cruiser Pamyat' Merkuriya
Cruiser Kagul
Naval Aviation Transport Nikolai I (5 seaplanes aboard)
Destroyer Derzkii
Destroyer Gnevnyi Pronzitel'nyi
Destroyer Lietenant Pushchin
Destroyer Zhivuchii
Destroyer Zhutkii
Destroyer Zorkii
Destroyer Zvonkii
Destroyer Zavetnyi
Destroyer Zavidnyi
Minelayer Kseniya (acting as mine sweeper)
Minelayer Aleksei (acting as mine sweeper)
Minelayer Konstantin (acting as mine sweeper)
Trawler Tsar
Trawler Ruslan